Trip Rules
By attending this trip, you are agreeing to the rules of the trip and responsible for knowing all scheduling
information.


You must have permission from Mr. Sims or Mrs. Stacy Lynch to leave camp.



You must inform your section leader if you leave the bus area.



Remain in groups of FOUR at all times!! (At least one being an experienced member)



Always have your inhaler on you the entire trip, even in uniform. If not possible, while in uniform, give
it to an instructor.



Stay in the designated dressing area by the buses when dressing.



You must wear designated music shirt when not in uniform.



Personal Electronics /Headphones are ONLY allowed on the bus.



Sports equipment are prohibited.



Public displays of affection are not allowed.



Sharing blankets is forbidden, and no comforters or slippers.



If you are hurting or sick you must tell a Booster.



Bring a good attitude and your best effort & share it with others.



Everyone must help load and unload the trailer.



Keep our camp clean, pick up after yourself.



Keep your stuff together, don’t leave anything unattended or left behind.



Cheer together, loudly during award ceremonies, and after a performance.



Tom Foolery. Horseplay, Nonsense, or any other Shenanigans are banned.



No PDA in uniform, which includes holding hands



You must have all performance equipment, outfits, and instrument to remain on the trip.



You are responsible for your own personal items.



All school rules apply while on a school approved field trip. So do the consequences.



When lunch or dinner is served at a competition, you must eat something meaningful.



If you need anything, ask your section leader, an instructor, a parent, or Mr. Sims.



Respect other bands, members, parents, and staff.



No phones while in uniform or dressing into uniform.



Eat and shower before you show up.



Do not walk through another school’s camp.
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Use the bathroom before we leave Cordova High.



Let Sims and instructors handle festival volunteers/staff. Direct them to one of us.



NO TALKING ON THE STREET OR IN THE STANDBY AREA!

Bus Rules


Sitting on the bus is prohibited without Mr. Sims’ approval.



Avoid spraying anything with a strong scent on the bus.



Limit singing, laughing, & talking from going beyond your seat, when it’s appropriate.



No drinks other than water bottles. Sticky stays sticky the whole trip.



Couples sitting together must sit in the first 5 rows.



The last 4 rows are responsible for clearing out the bus at the end of the trip.



No messy or smelly snacks (Powdered, wet, takis, etc.)



No drumming on the bus.



Don’t apply anything scented while on the bus. (lotions, strong deodorant, etc.)



Throwing or squirting anything is prohibited.



The only seat you can save is the one next to you on the same bench.



Saved seats are determined on a first-come-first-serve basis.



You must remain on the same bus and seats when traveling for the entire trip.



Yelling or screaming is prohibited.



When lights are out photo taking is prohibited.



No separate bags of food allowed on the bus. Food must fit inside your backpack.



On charter buses, using the bathroom is at the discretion of the driver.



No live animals.
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